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Artificial intelligence (AI) is here to stay and will change health care as we know it.
The availability of big data and the increasing numbers of AI algorithms approved
by the US Food and Drug Administration together will help in improving the quality
of care for patients and in overcoming human fatigue barriers. In oncology practice,
patients and providers rely on the interpretation of radiologists when making clin-
ical decisions; however, there is considerable variability among readers, and in par-
ticular for prostate imaging. AI represents an emerging solution to this problem, for
which it can provide a much-needed form of standardization. The diagnostic per-
formance of AI alone in comparison to a combination of an AI framework and radi-
ologist assessment for evaluation of prostate imaging has yet to be explored. Here,
we compare the performance of radiologists alone versus a combination of radiol-
ogists aided by a modern computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) AI system. We show that
the radiologist-CAD combination demonstrates superior sensitivity and specificity
in comparison to both radiologists alone and AI alone. Our findings demonstrate
that a radiologist + AI combination could perform best for detection of prostate
cancer lesions. A hybrid technology-human system could leverage the benefits of
AI in improving radiologist performance while also reducing physician workload,
minimizing burnout, and enhancing the quality of patient care.
Patient summary: Our report demonstrates the potential of artificial intelligence
(AI) for improving the interpretation of prostate scans. A combination of AI and
evaluation by a radiologist has the best performance in determining the severity
of prostate cancer. A hybrid system that uses both AI and radiologists could max-
imize the quality of care for patients while reducing physician workload and
burnout.
� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Association of
Urology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
It is inevitable. Artificial intelligence (AI) will change health
care as we know it. AI applications range from improved
clinical decision-making to enhanced computer vision
image analysis [1]. However, AI is not a ‘‘new kid on the
block’’. Alan Turing first mentioned AI in 1950 in his iconic
essay The Imitation Game, in which he wondered, ‘‘Can a
lsevier B.V. on behalf of Eu
tivecommons.org/licenses/b
machine think? . . . What will happen when a machine takes
the part of a human in a process?’’ The availability of big
data and the increasing numbers of FDA-approved AI algo-
rithms together will help health care professionals over-
come human fatigue barriers and receive support for
recurring tasks in daily practice. With these enhancements,
ropean Association of Urology. This is an open access
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physician performance and patient quality of care would
certainly improve.

In oncology care, patients and providers rely on accurate
interpretation of imaging studies during health care discus-
sions and shared decision-making. In some cases, these crit-
ical imaging findings can be the difference between an
invasive surgical intervention and watchful waiting. We
rely on interpretation by radiologists; however, it is well
documented that there is considerable variability among
readers [2]. This discordance may be attributable to system-
atic differences in image acquisition methods or image
quality, as well as radiologist-specific factors such as expe-
rience, internal bias, reader fatigue, and inconsistent report-
ing [2]. Despite improvements in imaging quality,
discordance in interpretation has remained surprisingly
consistent and exists across all domains of medicine [2,3].

This discordance in interpretation has been consistently
noted in the grading of Prostate Imaging-Reporting and
Data System category 3 lesions and is often significant [4–
6]. There are thus clear pitfalls in prostate magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), including inter-reader variability, dif-
ficulty in assessing benign ‘‘mimickers’’, and imaging
artifacts related to technical or physiological factors [7].
Awareness of these pitfalls is critical in prostate image
assessment; however, there is a need to further optimize
image analysis for accurate cancer detection.
(A)

Fig. 1 – Hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic (HSROC) curve
combination of artificial intelligence algorithms and radiologists (5 studies
multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging. CI = confidence interval; PI-RADS
AI could represent an emerging solution to this problem.
Taking advantage of computerized algorithms and high-
throughput learning, AI can provide a much-needed form
of standardization in image analysis. Proponents argue that
AI can help in delineating subtle imaging findings via pow-
erful image analyses that can be used to predict odds of
malignancy and anticipated tumor progression patterns
with modern computer aided-diagnosis (CAD) systems. His-
torical CAD systems relied on data input by users without
the ability to self-learn, while modern CAD systems incor-
porating AI can autonomously learn and adapt with new
data that are presented [8]. In collaboration with expert
radiologists, AI algorithms are trained on large ‘‘ground
truth’’ data sets and used to reduce the uncertainty in image
interpretation [9]. In addition, AI has many potential appli-
cations for health systems that can reduce the staffing
shortages and the burnout that health care workers cur-
rently face [10]. For example, implementation of an auto-
mated image processing software that autonomously
detects and flags suspicious lesions could expedite radiolo-
gist review and thus improve productivity, reduce work-
load, and enhance overall performance [10]. While these
applications undoubtedly face ethical challenges and have
liability concerns, potential solutions are realizable and of
practical importance. When applied to urology, successful
implementation of AI systems can have an important bene-
(B)

s for studies assessing the performance of (A) radiologists alone and (B) a
, 6 contingency tables) in the detection of any prostate cancer using
= Prostate Imaging-Reporting and Data System.
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fit in reducing unnecessary prostate biopsies while main-
taining high accuracy in ruling out disease [11]. Efforts to
develop AI systems that serve as diagnostic support aids
and can be seamlessly integrated into a radiologist’s work-
flow are necessary for successful AI application [11].

A systematic review and meta-analysis of several medi-
cal specialties revealed that the diagnostic performance of
deep learning models is equivalent to that of health care
professionals, although it also noted that few studies pre-
sented externally validated results with poor reporting of
methodology, limiting interpretation of the diagnostic accu-
racy [12]. Despite abundant, well-cited literature on the use
of AI in prostate imaging, only one study looking at multi-
parametric MRI (mpMRI) scans of patients undergoing
robot-assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy was included
because of the rigid inclusion criteria [12]. Given this limi-
tation, further assessment of the diagnostic performance
of AI frameworks in comparison to health care professionals
for prostate imaging evaluation is warranted.

In this context, we present preliminary findings from a
project to address this deficiency in available data for
detecting prostate cancer with and without AI models. The
pilot cumulative analysis includes five studies (six refer-
ences, seven contingency tables; Supplementary material)
that used mpMRI for prostate cancer detection and com-
pares the performance of radiologists alone versus a combi-
nation of radiologists aided by an AI-based CAD system. Our
analysis showed pooled sensitivity of 89.1% (95% confidence
interval [CI] 80.6–94.2%) for the radiologist-CAD combina-
tion and 79.5% (95% CI 75.5–84.3%) for radiologists alone
(Fig 1). The pooled specificity was 78.1% (95% CI 64.8–
87.4%) for the radiologist-CAD combination compared to
73.1% (95% CI 61.9–82.0%) for radiologists alone. A system-
atic review of AI system performance revealed average sen-
sitivity of 84% and specificity of 61.5% [13]. Our pooled
analysis for the radiologist-AI combination demonstrates
superior performance in comparison to both radiologists
alone and AI alone. Therefore, the real game-changing move
could be a ‘‘partnership’’ between AI systems and health
care professionals rather than ‘‘replacement’’ of the latter.

The current evidence demonstrates that a combination
of radiologists and AI-based systems could perform best
for the detection of prostate cancer lesions. Not surprisingly,
we are still far from a totally automated diagnostic path-
way. These fully automated systems are still limited by
the requirement for professional oversight, as well as ethi-
cal considerations and liability concerns [14]. However, a
hybrid technology-human system could leverage the bene-
fits of AI in improving radiologist performance while also
reducing physician workload, minimizing burnout, and
enhancing the quality of patient care.

Conflicts of interest: The authors have nothing to disclose.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.euros.2022.09.024.
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